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SISTERSINARMS
Anti-Balaka women pose with machetes 
at the Mbongo Soa island in Bangui, 
Central African Republic, which has been 
torn by bloody sectarian clashes. 
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Running Wild 
Firefi ghters try to contain the enormous Thomas Fire in 

Southern California on December 9. The wildfi re consumed 
roughly 230,000 acres of land in just a week, forcing up to 

90,000 people to evacuate their homes. The blaze covered 
an area larger than New York City and Boston combined.

OJAI, CALIFORNIA
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Playing With Fire
A crowd burns American and Israeli fl ags 
and a Trump effi gy on December 10 during 
a protest of the U.S. decision to recognize 
Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. Palestinians 
want east Jerusalem to be the capital 
of their future state, and many analysts 
fear Washington’s move will make peace 
between the two sides more diffi cult. 
Some also worry about a massive outburst 
of violence in the Palestinian territories.

Nicks Don’t Suck!
People dressed as 
Santa Claus enjoy the 
snow during a Saint Nicholas 
Day celebration December 2 
at an Alpine ski resort. 
The Christian observance 
marks the feast day of Saint 
Nicholas, who inspired 
the modern American 
Santa Claus.

Lending a Hand
A demonstrator displays the colors 
of the pride fl ag during the 16th 
annual Kolkata Rainbow Pride Walk 
on December 10. The walk, which is 
the longest-running demonstration 
for LGBT rights in Asia, attracted 
hundreds of marchers who urged 
the government to amend a bill 
that they say doesn’t suffi ciently 
protect transgender citizens.

 → OSMAN ORSAL  → DENIS BALIBOUSE  → SAMIR JANA

ISTANBUL VERBIER, SWITZERLAND KOLKATA, INDIA

In Focus
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B Y

MELINA DELKIC
 @MelinaDelkic

tears streamed down claudia jendron’s 
face as her doctor patted her hand. “This is going 

to work,” the doctor said. Eight years ago, a spinal-
fusion-gone-wrong left Jendron—a 66-year-old res-
ident of Rochester, New York—ailing. She’d tried a 
number of options—acupuncture, opioids, epidural 
shots. Anything to relieve the pain. She wished to sit 
comfortably at her grandchildren’s birthday parties, 
but nothing worked. Now, the doctor wanted to try 
a new treatment, one involving medical marijuana. 

To Jendron’s surprise, her doctor was right. Two 
days after starting a tincture (a liquid cannabis 
extract dropped under the tongue), her crushing 
pain subsided to something more manageable. “It’s 
just. It’s amazing,” she says, “I can lean over and hug 
my grandkids without screaming anymore.”

New York is one of 29 states (plus the District 
of Columbia) where medical marijuana is legal. 
But Congress has until December 22 to decide 
whether a federal law permitting it—subject to state 
approval—will be part of legislation to fund the gov-
ernment through the next fi scal year.

Attorney General Jeff Sessions 
is hoping the law, known as the 
Rohrabacher-Farr amendment, will 
change. In May, he sent a strongly 
worded letter to Congress, asking 

lawmakers to oppose protections for legal weed 
and allow him to prosecute the use, distribution 
and possession of medical marijuana. In Novem-
ber, he also announced that the Justice Department 
would review the current policies on legal pot 
enacted by the previous administration.

Those policies are much more lenient than what 
Sessions wants. In 2014, when President Barack 
Obama was in offi ce, the Rohrabacher-Farr amend-
ment passed with 170 Democrats and 49 Republicans 
in favor. The result: The attorney general could no 
longer employ Drug Enforcement Administration 
agents (or other government resources) to bust 
medical marijuana operations. The move followed 
a memo written by Deputy Attorney General James 
Cole that said the Justice Department would refrain 
from prosecuting medical marijuana businesses and 
users in states where they were legal. The goal was to 
prioritize more serious marijuana offenses.

Sessions is so anti-weed that he once said he 
thought the KKK was “OK, until I found out they 

smoked pot.” (He says it was a joke.) 
More recently, in March, he said: “I am 
astonished to hear people suggest that 
we can solve our heroin crisis by legal-
izing marijuana—so people can trade 
one life-wrecking dependency for 

GREEN LIGHT
More than 90 percent 
of Americans support 
medical marijuana, 
according to an August 
poll—and more than 
60 percent support 
fully legalizing weed.

“It’s a lesson for the old dinosaurs still kicking 
around as heads of state in Africa.” »  P.14  

Really High 
Dudgeon

Will Jeff Sessions put an end to medical marijuana? 

DRUGS
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DRUGSPeriscope

another that’s only slightly less awful.”
Decades ago, his position wasn’t 

controversial. Until the late 1990s, 
marijuana was considered little more 
than a gateway to much more danger-
ous drugs. But new research praising 
pot’s medicinal properties for treat-
ing chronic pain, increasing appe-
tite and improving sleep for AIDS/
HIV patients, among other uses, has 
changed public opinion. Today, 94 
percent of Americans support medi-
cal marijuana, according to an August 
poll by Quinnipiac University. And 61 
percent support fully legalizing weed, 
according to the same poll. 

Sessions, however, has not budged. 
“He’s seven years out of date?” says 
Philip Heymann, a Harvard Law 

School professor and former Justice 
Department offi cial. 

Others argue that prosecuting 
medical marijuana operations 
could take resources away from law 
enforcement. “This is pretty low-pri-
ority,” says former Attorney General 
Alberto Gonzales, who set the prec-
edent for prosecuting legal medical 
marijuana outfi ts.

Without Rohrabacher-Farr in his 
way, Sessions could send DEA agents 
into a medical marijuana dispensary 
in any state to bust it. But analysts say 
the feds wouldn’t likely target patients. 
Ilya Shapiro, a fellow at the Cato Insti-
tute, a conservative think tank, says 
law enforcement would likely first 
prosecute distributors and producers 

in violation of federal laws before the 
average pot smoker—“the same way 
police go after rapists and murderers 
before they go after jaywalkers.” 

With so much public support, a full 
reversal seems unlikely, according to 
industry insiders. “The toothpaste 
can’t be put back in the tube,” says 
Nicholas Vita, the CEO of Columbia 
Care, a medical marijuana company. 

And some lawmakers agree. “The 
train has left the station for marijuana 
reform,” says Democratic Representa-
tive Earl Blumenauer of Oregon, one 
of the amendment’s sponsors. “The 
American public demands it.”

Yet Sessions does have his sup-
porters. Kevin Sabet, president 
of the anti-legalization nonprofit 
Smart Approaches to Marijuana, 
says medical marijuana may not be 
as harmless as some make it out to 
be. He cited a September study by 
the National Institute on Drug Abuse 
that linked marijuana use to opioid 
abuse. “A lot of people are being ped-
dled this by an industry that wants to 
make money,” he says. “I have a really 
hard time with the very small hand-
ful of studies out.” 

The research is limited in the U.S., 
analysts say, because the government 
categorizes marijuana as a Schedule 
1 drug, making it hard to get DEA 
approval for that research. (Outside 
of the U.S., research is becoming more 
commonplace, but funding can still 
be scarce). A recent study in Colorado 
found a reversal of opioid deaths fol-
lowing recreational pot legalization. 
In August, two studies, however, found 
that evidence of its effi cacy in chronic 
pain and post-traumatic stress disor-
der treatment was lacking. 

For patients like Jendron, how-
ever, the proof is her own experience. 
Chronic pain “manipulates your life,” 
she says. “I’m smiling because I don’t 
hurt anymore.” 

POLICY WEEDS 
Clockwise from top: 
Sessions, Cole and 

Vita. Congress has until 
December 22 to decide 

whether a federal law 
permitting medical 

marijuana—subject to 
state approval—will be 

part of legislation to fund 
the government through 

the next fi scal year.
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With Christmas and New Year just around 

the corner, what would make a better gift than 

a whisky from the “2017 Distiller of the Year”?

Kavalan CEO Mr YT Lee says the 

Kavalan Solist ex-Bourbon Single Cask 

Strength Single Malt Whisky is his 

single most-awarded whisky. “In July, 

it won the International Wine and Spirit 

Competition’s (IWSC) 2017 ‘Worldwide 

Trophy of the Year,’ and also picked 

up the International Spirits Challenge 

Trophy for the second year running,” 

he said, making this dram’s scorecard a 

spirited hat-trick. Kavalan Distillery itself 

is the recently announced IWSC 2017 

“Distiller of the Year,” one of the highest 

accolades a drinks company can receive 

in the drinks industry.

Here’s how the judges described the 

ex-Bourbon: “Complex and balanced 

with hints of biscuit, apricot jam, vanilla, 

treacle and distinct nuttiness. Dried fruits 

and soft spices on the palate, silky on the 

tongue with a long finish that reminds of 

a dry version of Apfelstrudel.”

Not a bad fit for a quiet drop enjoyed 

next to the Christmas tree. 

Kavalan’s master blender Ian Chang 

says he tends to save the ex-Bourbon cask 

strength single malt, which has been aged 

in the highest quality Bourbon casks, for 

long, cold evenings when he is in the 

company of a good friend. 

“My best drinking partner was my 

mentor, the late Dr Jim Swan. He and 

I would savour this whisky late into the 

night when attempting to solve one of the 

many maturation and blending enigmas 

that we came across,” said Chang.

The prestigious IWSC, founded 

nearly 50 years ago, is the oldest wine 

and spirits competition in the world with 

an expansive reach across 90 countries. 

During the year, “Producer of the Year” 

awards are given to the best distilleries 

in each category of gin, vodka, brandy, 

rum, liqueur as well as whisky. Finally at 

the end of the year, the distillery with the 

highest total score is named “Distiller of 

the Year.” 

On November 14 at London’s 

Guildhall, Kavalan was awarded this 

designation in a remarkable performance 

for such a young distiller and a new world 

distillery. 

Though this is the first time Kavalan 

has won the IWSC’s biggest accolade, 

it is the sixth time it has received the 

distinguished IWSC “Spirit Producer of 

the Year” award for whisky; with awards 

in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016, and 

now, 2017.

Known for its smooth, creamy taste, 

depth and complexity, Kavalan is no 

stranger to the industry’s highest awards. 

Its Solist Amontillado Sherry Single Cask 

Strength was named the “World’s Best 

Single Cask Single Malt Whisky” in 2016 

by the prestigious World Whiskies Awards 

(WWA) and its Solist Vinho Barrique won 

the WWA’s 2015 “World’s Best Single 

Malt Whisky.” 

*Kavalan whisky has been pioneering 

the art of single malt whisky since 2006. 

Benefi ting from the world’s highest quality 

oak casks and the unique combination of 

intense heat and cool winter breezes, Kavalan 

is made using the purest water source on the 

island. Taiwan’s premier whisky is named 

after both the old name for Yilan County 

where it is based and the indigenous people 

who settled the land.*

TIME FOR SOME 

FESTIVE SPIRIT

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
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ECHO CHAMBER OF HORRORS With 
AI steadily creeping into our homes and 
offi ces with Amazon’s Alexa and Google 
Home, the risk of human biases being 
passed on to computers increases.

TECHNOLOGY
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KEVIN MANEY
 @kmaney

How AI Learns 
to Be Sexist
If I said you had a beautiful bot, would you hold it against me?

it won’t be long before 
someone reports a case of sex-

ual harassment by an artifi cial intel-
ligence. Loutish AI behavior won’t 
reach the grotesque levels of a Bill 
O’Reilly or Harvey Weinstein, given 
that a software bot can’t exactly open 
its robe and demand a massage. But 
we’re entering an era when Siri-like 
conversational AI will be embedded 
in the workplace, listening and com-
menting from, say, speakers in con-
ference rooms. Sooner or later, one of 
these bots will mutate into a person-
ality right out of Mad Men, single out 
the youngest woman in a meeting, and 
tell her, “Hey, Sugar, why don’t you get 
us all some coffee so we can watch you 
walk across the room.”

This sexist scenario highlights 
one of the great challenges we’ll face 
with AI: It learns from humans. And 
humans can be shitheads. Research-
ers have found that AI tends to latch 
on to excesses and go hard in that di-
rection. This means that an AI soak-
ing up the wrong signals from an 
already biased work culture could 
double down on its learnings and 
turn into an HR nightmare. “[AI] 
could work to not only reinforce ex-
isting social biases but actually make 
them worse,” says Mark Yatskar 
of the Allen Institute for Artifi cial 
Intelligence, which was started by 
Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen. 

AI’s ability to learn is, of course, 
its power. It wouldn’t be possible to 
manually encode every nuance of 

identifying and countering all of 
those habits. These days, AI is be-
ing deployed to do a range of stuff, 
from diagnosing medical patients to 
steering your Facebook feed to show 
you news that confi rms your long-
held biases. But it always learns fi rst 
from people and their actions.

Because of the way AI learns, hu-
man gender bias can make AI even 
more biased. One team of comput-
er scientists at the University of Vir-
ginia trained AI image-recognition 
software to tie scenes to gender. It 
went through billions of images 
from Facebook and Microsoft. The 
trained AI decided that shopping 
and washing are things women do, 
and linked coaching and shooting 

driving a car into software. But when 
you equip cars with sensors and 
cameras that can pull in everything 
going on inside and around the car, 
the AI can automatically learn from 
the driver’s billions of subtle actions. 
The AI can be fed rules—like “Don’t 
go over the speed limit” 
or “Don’t beep the horn 
to scare cyclists”—that 
can counter some bad 
human habits. 

But good luck with 
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“[AI] could not only 
reinforce existing social 
biases but actually 
make them worse.”

to men—because the images the AI 
analyzed were already marinated in 
human biases.

Similarly, Boston University re-
searchers trained AI on text from 
Google News. They then asked the 
software to complete this sentence: 

“Man is to computer programmer 
as woman is to X.” The AI replied, 

“Homemaker.” The AI learned what’s 
already out there in the culture.

The most famous case of AI break-
ing bad was Microsoft’s experimen-
tal Twitter bot called Tay. Created in 
2016 as a female persona, it was sup-
posed to learn how to interact with 
people by interacting with people. 
But, again, people = shitheads, and 
some folks jammed Tay with sexist 
and racist remarks. Within hours, 
Tay was sex-chatting with one user, 
tweeting, “Daddy I’m such a bad 
naughty robot” and telling anoth-
er user that feminists “should all 

die and burn in hell.” Microsoft hit 
delete on Tay within 24 hours.

In the workplace, communica-
tion is increasingly digital—groups 
of people chat on Slack, write emails, 
text on company-issued phones and 
hold meetings on Zoom video that 
can be recorded and analyzed. At 
the famously weird hedge fund 
Bridgewater Associates, every meet-
ing and conversation is recorded 
and digitized. All of that data can 
feed AI, which can learn how em-
ployees are acting and, for instance, 
identify groups that have low 

morale or spot a low-level employee 
who seems ripe for promotion.

If troublesome white-male biases 
get into such AI, it could have reper-
cussions for women or minorities, 
adding prejudice to hiring, promo-
tions and salary decisions. The trend 
toward using AI in the workplace 
is only gaining momentum. Tokyo 
tech company Ricoh is bringing IBM 
Watson AI into meetings, where it 
listens to the conversation and reads 
what’s drawn on whiteboards. The 
AI looks for ways to help the human 
attendees by fetching data or bring-
ing up points to move the discussion 
along. Consumers are getting used 
to talking with Amazon’s Alexa, Ap-
ple’s Siri and Google’s Home. Put 
all that together, and we’re going 
to wind up interacting with AI all 
around us at the offi ce. AI will drive 
more and more workplace deci-
sions—or make decisions on its own.

Imagine if that kind of omnipres-
ent AI was installed at dens of abuse 
like Fox News or the Weinstein Co., 
picking up on the culture and learn-
ing from its worst members.

The good news is that computer 
scientists know this is a problem, and 
it might present an opportunity. If 
technologists can tune AI to detect 
and counter bias or abuse, it could 
have a positive impact on work cul-
ture. “It’s a really important question,” 
Eric Horvitz, who runs Microsoft 
Research, told Wired. “When should 
we change reality to make our sys-
tems perform in an aspirational way?” 

Once AI can spot the worst in us, 
software might help us be better 
humans. Sooner or later, AI could 
fi ght back against sexual harassment. 
Today, if you ask Siri, “What are you 
wearing?” one reply is, “I can’t an-
swer that, but it doesn’t come off.” A 
few years out, an offi ce AI’s response 
might be “I’m taking this to HR.” 
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Honk If 
You’ve 

Dumped a 
Dictator 

Untouchable for decades, 
Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe 

is out. Who’s next?

in january 2016, zimbabwe 
President Robert Mugabe gave a 

speech at the African Union in Ethio-
pia. As he railed against Western med-
dling in African affairs, the delegates 
repeatedly burst into applause for the 
91-year-old leader, as his audiences 
have for decades. “They are every-
where in Africa—if not physically, 
through [nongovernmental orga-
nizations], through spies, through 
pretenders who come to 
us and say they are here 
in Africa to assist us,” 
Mugabe said. “Africans 
shall no longer tolerate 
a position of slavery.” At 

the end of the speech, the elderly elder 
statesman received a standing ovation.

Less than two years later, his 37 
years in power came to an abrupt 
end, as Mugabe was pushed out by 
his military and members of his 
ruling party in November. It was a 
bloodless coup but a coup nonethe-
less, given legitimacy by the nation’s 
courts after the deed was done. 
Many countries around the world 
also approved, cheering the down-
fall of a man who presided over 
gross human rights abuses and an 
economic implosion that left most 
Zimbabweans destitute.

Should other African leaders be ner-
vous? Some have orchestrated changes 
to term-limit laws, rigged polls and 
quashed civil society to stay in power, 
drawing regular condemnation from 
the same Western governments that 
Mugabe took pleasure in lambasting. 

“Africa doesn’t need strongmen. 
It needs strong institutions,” Barack 
Obama said during his fi rst trip to 
Africa as U.S. president in 2009. 
“No person wants to live in a society 
where the rule of law gives way to the 
rule of brutality and bribery. That is 
not democracy; that is tyranny.”

November’s events have undoubt-
edly caught the attention of a few of 
the “strongmen” Obama called out. 
Uganda’s president, Yoweri Musev-
eni, who has led the nation since 
1986, promised a pay raise to sol-

diers the day after Mug-
abe’s resignation. In 
South Africa, where the 
increasingly unpopular 
president, Jacob Zuma, 
has been fighting off 

B Y 

KRISTA MAHR
 @kristamahr

BYE, BOB After 37 years in power, 
Mugabe was pushed out by his 
military and members of his ruling 
party in November. Zimbabwe’s new 
president, Emmerson Mnangagwa, is 
part of the same party machinery. 
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“No person wants to 
live in a society where 
the rule of law gives 
way to the rule of 
brutality and bribery.”
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Obiang in Equatorial Guinea, could 
also be vulnerable. But, Cheeseman 
says, any political upheaval in those or 
other countries would more likely be 
sparked by a popular uprising rather 
than military intervention. 

A surge in protests inspired by 
events in Zimbabwe, however, is 
unlikely anytime soon. Democratic 
advances in Africa have been rare 
in recent years, observers say, and a 
recent Pew Research Center survey 
showed that many people in African 

nations were willing to consider non-
democratic forms of government.   

It could be years before it’s clear 
whether Mugabe’s ouster is a win 
for democracy in Africa. If Mnan-
gagwa’s administration pulls off the 
economic reforms he has promised 
and delivers fair elections next year, 
the coup may turn out to have been a 
watershed moment. If, however, the 
situation for Zimbabweans deterio-
rates and the country’s ruling party 
tightens its grip on power, Novem-
ber 2017 may be remembered as a 
different kind of turning point for 
the country—and the continent.

“Everybody wanted Mugabe out,” 
says William Gumede, executive 
chairman of the Democracy Works 
Foundation in Johannesburg. “It’s 
not a new beginning. But it has a 
potential to be a new beginning.” 

attempts to unseat him, his party’s 
chief whip seized the post-coup 
moment to say South Africa urgently 
needs a leadership change. 

“It’s a lesson for the old dinosaurs 
still kicking around as heads of state 
in Africa,” says Richard Downie, dep-
uty director of the Africa Program at 
the Center for Strategic and Inter-
national Studies. “You’re in power 
at the behest of the people or the 
party. When they call time, there’s 
not much you can do about it.” 

A few of Africa’s long-ruling leaders 
fell in the past year. In December 2016, 
Gambia’s Yahya Jammeh was voted out 
in a surprise election result, bringing 
his 22 years of autocratic rule to an 
end. In August, José Eduardo dos San-
tos stepped down as Angola’s president 
after 38 years and was replaced by a 
member of his own party.

Zimbabwe’s new president, 
Emmerson Mnangagwa, is part of 
the same party machinery that Mug-
abe controlled for decades. In other 
words, this was not a democratic 
uprising, but it was a warning. Given 
the success of the military takeover 
in Zimbabwe, Museveni is probably 
not alone in taking steps to make 
sure his control over Uganda’s mil-
itary and party remains intact, par-
ticularly if popular disgruntlement 
has been building.

After all, Zimbabwe’s military 
leaders would probably not have 
attempted their stunning maneuver if 
Mugabe had done a better job running 
the country and had more citizens’ 
support. “They made the judgment 
that he was sufficiently unpopular 
both domestically and internation-
ally,” says Nic Cheeseman, a professor 
at Britain’s University of Birmingham 
who studies democracy in Africa.

Long-ruling leaders in other coun-
tries where there has been unrest, such 
as Paul Biya in Cameroon and Teodoro 



HEAVY HAND 
Russia’s military 

engagements are small, 
but Putin is building 
up the idea that his 

country is on the verge 
of a cataclysmic confl ict 

that will require all of 
Russia’s resources. 
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Many Russians
believe a major war 

is imminent, 
and that’s the way 

Putin likes it.
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PUTIN

surrounded by enemies, is readying to fight 
an epic war for survival. At least that’s what Vladimir Putin wants his countrymen 
to think. Nearly every evening, Russian state-controlled television leads news 
broadcasts with video of Russian planes in action over Syria, interspersed with 
images of NATO tanks and troops menacing Russia’s borders. On 60 Minut, Rus-
sia’s top-rated political talk show, analyst Nikita Isayev recently spoke of Russia’s 
“great victory” in Syria heralding the country’s return to “superpower status.” 
And in late November, Putin put Russian business on alert: “The ability of our 
economy to increase military production and services at a given time is one of 
the most important aspects of military security,” he told a meeting of top military 
brass in Sochi. “All strategic and simply large-scale enterprise should be ready.”

Like much Russian propaganda, the Kremlin’s claim that the country is at 
war is based on a kernel of truth. But it’s a very small kernel. In Syria, a single 
squadron of around 36 Russian combat aircraft serviced by 4,751 personnel 
based mostly at the Khmeimim airfi eld has been in action since September 
2015. And in eastern Ukraine, Russian regular soldiers in unmarked uniforms 
have been spotted patrolling alongside rebel irregulars—most recently in the 
middle of November, when several hundred anonymous troops 
known as “little green men” showed up in the rebel city of Lu-
hansk to prevent a bloody power struggle between separatist 
leaders who broke away from Kiev in the summer of 2014.

With Russia’s actual military engagements so small, why is Putin 
building up the idea that his country is on the verge of a cataclys-
mic confl ict that will require full-scale mobilization of all Russia’s 
resources? The most obvious reason is the oldest ruse in the poli-
ticians’ book—unite a country behind an imagined external ene-
my to distract from domestic problems. As Russia’s economy reels 

under the impact of Western sanctions 
imposed after Putin’s 2014 annexation 
of Crimea, creating a myth of perpet-
ual war has become a mainstay of the 
regime’s survival. “Putin doesn’t have 
the money to offer a lot to the popula-
tion—household incomes have been 
contracting for four years in a row,” 
says Pavel Felgenhauer, a columnist at 
the independent Moscow daily Novaya 
Gazeta. “He will be running his re-elec-
tion campaign [in 2018] on a national 
security basis, presenting Russia as a 
country under siege, under attack.”

But there’s another, more worry-
ing reason for the Kremlin’s belliger-
ent rhetoric—it is convinced war is 
imminent. As long ago as 2013, even 
before the conflict in Ukraine, the 
Russian Defense Ministry’s annual 
strategic plan, titled “The Defense of 
Russia,” predicted a serious global or 
regional confl ict involving Russia be-
fore 2023. “Senior Russians talk about 
not if but when there is going to be a 
major war,” says Andrew Monaghan, 
of Pembroke College, Oxford, and 
the NATO Defense College in Rome. 
“They are already on a war footing 
and have been on it for a long time.”

Putin’s call for industry to be ready 
to switch to war production is a return 
to a decades-old Soviet defense theory 
that every factory should be immedi-
ately ready to turn out tanks, bullets 
and planes. “The Soviet economy and 
its social system were built on prepa-
ration for total war,” says Felgenhauer. 
“The system made the Soviet economy 
totally uncompetitive…. If Putin is seri-
ous about actually implementing this 
mobilization, it will bankrupt Russia as 
it bankrupted the USSR. The idea that 
you can transform a factory that makes 
cigarettes into manufacturing bullets is 
absurd in the modern world.”

Nonetheless, swaths of the Russian 
economy still depend, directly or indi-
rectly, on state defense spending. And 

SUPREME CLIENTELE  
From left: Putin’s allies 
Soleimani, Hifter and 
Assad. Russia has 
been stepping up its 
presence over the past 
three years in the Middle 
East and North Africa.
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even as the Kremlin’s revenues have plummeted, thanks to falling oil prices and 
sanctions, Putin has ordered a massive increase in military spending. In 2017, 
military expenses are set to exceed $65 billion. That’s still a fraction of the $611 
billion spent by the U.S., but it represents 3.3 percent of Russia’s gross domestic 
product. And that’s not counting Kremlin spending on semi-military organiza-
tions like the newly formed Russian National Guard—a 330,000-strong force 
under Putin’s direct command that is funded from the Interior Ministry bud-
get—or subsidies to aerospace and other defense-related contractors.

What concerns many in the U.S. and Europe is how Putin is planning to use 
Russia’s new warships, submarines, helicopters and Bulava-class missiles. “Russia 
is engaged in a strange sort of unilateral arms race,” says one former British am-
bassador to Russia, who did not wish to be quoted on the record, as he now has 
a different brief. “Historically, every previous arms race has ended in war. Except 
in Russia’s case, nobody is quite sure who they are preparing to fi ght and where.”

The Middle East is the obvious theater where Russia has been stepping 
up its presence over the past three years. In recent images from the Syrian 
town of Deir Ezzor, Russian state television proudly showed the Russian fl ag 
fl ying alongside the Syrian one as government forces loyal to President Bashar 
al-Assad liberated the city from the Islamic State militant group (ISIS). But the 

S E N I O R 
R U S S I A N S  T A L K 

A B O U T  N O T 

IF  B U T  WHEN 
T H E R E  I S 

G O I N G  T O  B E  A 

M AJ O R  WA R .
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PUTIN

telling part of the picture was the other two fl ags that also fl ew on the newly 
liberated government building—those of Iran and Hezbollah. In deciding to 
prop up the Assad regime in September 2015, Putin effectively chose to take 
the side of Iran in the region’s spiraling Sunni-Shiite fi ght.

Iranian Major-General Qasem Soleimani—the leader of Iranian Quds force 
troops fi ghting in Syria and the organizer of anti-American Shiite militias in Iraq 
who killed over 500 U.S. soldiers during the insurgency from 2003 to 2015—has 
visited Moscow at least three times since July 2015 to coordinate Russia’s air and 
special forces support for Assad and Iranian troops on the ground. That alliance pits 
Russia against the United States in any future regional war between Iran and Saudi 
Arabia, with whom U.S. President Donald Trump has promised even closer ties.

The most likely scenario for a clash, says Monaghan, is that Moscow and 
Washington fi nd themselves on opposite sides of a regional confl ict that “cre-
ates a wider confl agration—for instance, North Korea, or Iran vs. Saudi.”

Having scored an easy strategic victory in Syria, the temptation for Russia to get 
involved in another confl ict is great. “Russia spent a tiny fraction of the blood and 
treasure that the U.S. and its allies invested in Iraq,” says one senior British security 
offi cial not authorized to speak on the record. “And they got enormous diplomatic 
capital out of it. They get to claim their intervention as a great victory, that they’re 
now back as a force to be reckoned with [in the Middle East]. So of course they’ll want 
to try to repeat the trick somewhere else…. Everyone loves a short, victorious war.”

The Hot Cold War
russia’s interest in syria goes much beyond simply propping up assad. 
Back in 2013, the Russian Defense Ministry called for a full-scale naval presence 
in the Mediterranean. Since 2015, Moscow has greatly expanded a tiny Russian 
naval base at Tartus, Syria, left over from the Cold War, as well as the nearby 
major coastal air base at Khmeimim, which gives Russian aircraft coverage of 
much of the southeastern Mediterranean. Moscow has also gone out of its way 
to demonstrate the power of its hardware to all players in the region by using 
deliberately elaborate means to hit targets in Syria. Last year, the Russian navy 

hit rebel targets north of Aleppo by 
fi ring cruise missiles from gunboats 
in the Caspian Sea, fl ying them more 
than 900 miles over Iran and Iraq. 
Last month, Russia used long-range 
Tu-22M3 Backfire bombers to hit 
ISIS in Deir Ezzor—fl ying them not 
out of Khmeimim but from Mozdok, 
west of Chechnya in Russia’s North 
Caucasus.

For Putin, “the Syrian engagement 
is part of global standoff with the 
U.S.,” says Felgenhauer. And part of 
that fi ght consists of courting former 
Western allies all over the world with 
promises of money, gas and arms. 
In November, Russia signed a deal 
with Egypt to allow its military jets 
to use Egyptian airspace and bases, 
undermining a decades-long friend-
ship with the U.S. that saw Cairo 
receive over $70 billion in U.S. aid 
from 1973 to 2013, when President 
Barack Obama suspended the pro-
gram after a military coup. Last year, 
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah 

T H E  I D E A  YO U 
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A  FAC T O RY 
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C I G A R E T T E S  I N T O 
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el-Sissi visited Moscow and agreed 
to buy $3.5 billion in jets, helicop-
ters and missiles. The two countries 
have held joint anti-terrorism drills, 
and Egypt has signed up to buy Rus-
sian-built nuclear power stations. 
More dangerously, both Putin and 
el-Sissi are backing Libyan war-
lord General Khalifa Hifter’s insur-
gency against the Western-backed 
government in Tripoli—with a small 
Russian force stationed in Egypt’s 
western desert to back the general, 
according to U.S. military sources 
quoted by The New York Times.

And then there’s Turkey. In Sep-
tember, Russia made a deal to sell $2 
billion worth of advanced missiles 
to the NATO member, whose old alli-
ance with the U.S. has crumbled over 
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s roll-
back of democracy and U.S. backing 
of Kurds in Syria. In October, despite 
Russia’s new closeness to Iran, Moscow 
decided to play both sides by selling 
U.S. ally Saudi Arabia $3 billion worth 
of missiles to defend against rocket at-
tacks by Yemen’s Houthi rebels.

With more firepower deployed 
along and outside Russia’s borders 
than at any time since the collapse 
of the Soviet Union, an accidental 
confrontation is a real possibility. In 
late November, Russian warplanes 
buzzed a U.S. Poseidon anti-subma-
rine aircraft 6 miles off the coast of 
Crimea, which is recognized as Rus-
sian territory only by Russia and sev-
en other states. “The Russian military 
have been given orders to shoot down 
U.S. planes if they stray into Russian 
offshore airspace around Crimea,” 
says Felgenhauer. “The local [Russian] 
commander said that the U.S. pilot 
was lucky to be alive.” Baltic countries 
have been reporting a steady escala-
tion of aggressive Russian infractions 
of their airspace and other danger-
ous incidents. The most recent was 

last June, when a Russian aircraft was scrambled to harass 
a Swedish spy plane over international waters and fl ew within 
6 feet of the jet before backing off.

U.S.-Russian relations are at their lowest point since the Cold 
War, making the risks of even a small incident escalating into 
confl ict dangerously high. Trump, taking fl ak for his team’s ties 
to Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, has 
little incentive to be soft on Russia. And at the same time, Putin has 
been promoting a narrative that portrays Russia as the victim of 
U.S. aggression. This is being reinforced daily on Russian state TV 
with stories on U.S. support for anti-Russian “fascists” in Ukraine 
and the U.S.’s alleged support for ISIS in Syria. Even Russia’s school-
children are being enlisted in the effort to cast Russia as a brave 
defender of weak nations against U.S. bullying. A recent internet 
video popular in Russia featured children as young as 10 dressed 

in military uniform and standing in front of the statue of Mother Russia on the 
battlefi eld of Stalingrad, singing: “We are tired of the hegemony of America…. We 
are ready to follow you into the fi ght, Uncle Vladimir [Putin].”

Some members of the Russian establishment are alarmed at the military's 
takeover of Russia’s foreign policy and propaganda machine. In November, 
Sergei Rogov, head of an infl uential Kremlin-funded think tank called the In-
stitute for the U.S. and Canadian Studies, warned that something must be done 
to avoid the danger of an accidental war. Though Rogov blamed the Europeans 
and Americans for provoking the situation, he cautioned that “this situation 
could bring war at any time.” It’s no empty warning. The more Putin’s populari-
ty depends on keeping Russia forever at war, the more dangerous he becomes. 

FIGHT RISK At left, Putin 
attends a joint Russian 
and Belarusian military 

exercise in 2017. Above, 
a military parade in 

Moscow's Red Square 
marking a World War 

II anniversary. U.S.-
Russian relations are at 
their lowest point since 

the Cold War, making 
the risks of even a small 
incident escalating into 

confl ict dangerously high.
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A
lthough still about a month away from the 
onset of the coldest spell in Beijing’s winter, 
late November mornings are fairly chilly. Yet 

the prospect of low temperatures did not dampen 
Diana Olenja’s enthusiasm and excitement about 
visiting Beijing.

Shortly after daybreak on November 27, 
she arrived at the Diaoyutai State Guest House. 
As the Kenya Literature Bureau’s public rela-
tions manager, she came to sign an agreement 
on co-publishing Xi Jinping: The Governance of 

China (Volume II).
“We are going to translate the book into 

Kiswahili and publish it in Kenya,” she told 
Beijing Review. Kiswahili is one of the most 
widely used languages in Africa, spoken by 
more than 50 million people in countries such 
as Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia.

On that day, Foreign Languages Press, a 
publishing house under the China International 
Publishing Group (CIPG), signed agreements 
on co-publishing the book with 16 publish-

A NEW CHAPTER

ing organizations from 16 countries: Italy, 
Poland, Ukraine, Albania, Romania, Kenya, 
Tajikistan, Viet Nam, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 
Cambodia, Laos, Mongolia, Nepal, Sri Lanka and 
Afghanistan.

All the publishers are influential and well-
known in their home countries, and all took 
part in translating and publishing the first vol-
ume of the book, said Zhang Fuhai, President 
of CIPG.

The first volume, published in September 
2014, is now available in 24 languages and 27 
editions and has sold more than 6.6 million 
copies worldwide.

“CIPG is ready to work closely with our 
overseas partners in introducing this great work 
to the world,” Zhang said at the agreement-
signing ceremony.

A seminal book
The book, published in Chinese and English on 
November 7, is hailed as an authoritative work 

on Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese 
Characteristics for a New Era. The Thought was 
established as a new component of the guide for 
action of the Communist Party of China (CPC) at 
the 19th CPC National Congress, which concluded 
in Beijing in late October.

The book collects 99 of Xi’s spoken and 
written works from August 2014 to September 
of this year, arranged into 17 sections by topic.

“It is a vivid account of the great endeavor 
of the CPC Central Committee with Comrade Xi 
Jinping at the core in leading the Party and the 
Chinese people to uphold and develop social-
ism with Chinese characteristics,” Zhang said.

“It also provides an insight into Xi’s cha-
risma and personality, opening a new window 
for Chinese and foreign readers to better un-
derstand Xi’s beliefs and the Party,” he added.

“Within the book, you can see the historical 
development of Xi’s ideas,” Robert Lawrence 
Kuhn, a U.S. expert on China studies and 
Chairman of the Kuhn Foundation, told Xinhua 

A second volume of selected works by Xi Jinping yields insight into China’s governance

Representatives of China’s Foreign Languages Press and foreign publishing organizations sign agreements on co-publishing Xi Jinping: The Governance of China (Volume II) in Beijing on November 27
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News Agency. “You can see it inducing itself as 
these ideas come together, building up to what 
has been crystallized as Xi Jinping Thought on 
Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a 
New Era.”

The publication of the book “is a major 
event in the political life of the Party and the 
state,” said Wang Xiaohui, Executive Deputy 
Director of the Policy Research Office of the 
CPC Central Committee and deputy head of 
the Publicity Department of the CPC Central 
Committee. It will help the general public learn 
about the Party’s innovation theories and the 
international community understand China’s 
development path and development concepts 
comprehensively and objectively, he added.

In particular, Wang said the book embod-
ies the Party’s people-oriented governance 
philosophy. Guided by such philosophy, a large 
number of measures have been taken since 
2012, through which more than 60 million 
people have been lifted out of poverty, 13 
million-plus new urban jobs have been created, 
and the growth rates of the incomes of urban 
and rural residents have outpaced the speed 
of economic expansion. A social security sys-
tem covering both urban and rural residents 
has been basically established, and people can 
enjoy significantly better health and medical 
services than before, according to Wang.

In the book, readers can find decoded 
frequently cited concepts in China’s po-
litical discourses such as the Four-Pronged 
Comprehensive Strategy, the Five-Sphere 
Integrated Plan and the Two Centenary Goals.

Not only was the text of the book carefully 
chosen, but also the 29 photos in it. The pic-
tures, selected to capture various facets of Xi’s 
offi cial functions, are grouped into two clusters, 

one on domestic affairs and the other on diplo-
matic activities.

Several pictures exhibit Xi’s concern 
for people’s livelihoods. For instance, one 
photo portrays Xi with villagers of Liangjiahe in 
Yanchuan County, northwest China’s Shaanxi 
Province, while reviewing poverty alleviation ef-
forts on February 13, 2015. Xi used to live and 
work in the village decades ago, when he was 
sent to the countryside as an educated youth.

Some photos feature him in multilateral 
meetings hosted by China, including the 22nd 
APEC Economic Leaders’ Meeting in Beijing in 
November 2014, the inauguration ceremony 
of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank in 
Beijing in January 2016, the 11th G20 Summit 
in Hangzhou in September 2016, the Leaders’ 
Roundtable Summit of the Belt and Road 
Forum for International Cooperation in Beijing 
in May 2017, and the Ninth BRICS Summit in 

headlines eye-catching, footnotes accurate and 
style consistent throughout the book.

“This work procedure enabled us to com-
plete the translation of about 100,000 Chinese 
characters and revise and finalize another 
200,000 Chinese characters in a little over a 
month,” Feng said.

“In the translation process, we put our-
selves in the shoes of foreign readers as much 
as possible, always thinking about how to con-
vey the meaning of the original text accurately 
and at the same time, make it easier for read-
ers to understand,” said Liu Kuijuan, deputy 
head of the English Department of Foreign 
Languages Press. “This requires us to be faith-
ful to the original and be flexible at the same 
time,” she explained.

“Translation is not mechanical rendering 
of one language into another; it is a creative 
process,” said Xu Tingting, a senior translator. 
She said the book includes Xi’s remarks at a 
meeting with secretaries of county-level Party 
committees, which mentioned many historical 
figures and poems and contained metaphors 
and political concepts, making them diffi cult to 

translate. “This requires a translator to compre-
hend the original text, convert it into another 
language and make adjustments,” she said.

Literal translation of some metaphors 
might cause confusion, so in such cases, it 
is better to put them in 
plain and understandable 
language, said Wang Qin, 
another senior translator.

Now, Chinese and English 
versions of the book are avail-
able in bookstores.. ■

Xiamen in September 2017. These pictures 
demonstrate that China is playing an increas-
ingly important role in international affairs.

Not lost in translation
Xi’s book not only reveals his governance 
thoughts, but also his personality and linguistic 
style.

“He is good at expressing his views and un-
derstanding of major issues in light of China’s 
history and culture as well as his personal experi-
ences,” said Sun Yeli, Deputy Director of the Party 
Literature Research Office of the CPC Central 
Committee, “He is also good at telling stories 
about China and the Party, quoting classical allu-
sions, in an insightful and penetrating way, and 
with vivid and colloquial language.”

While such a language style has strong ap-
peal, it also poses a challenge for the translators. 
The 29-member translation team of the English 
version, coordinated by Foreign Languages Press, 
comprises top-notch national talent.

“We have formed a high-caliber, dedicated, 
very responsible and efficient translation and 
publishing team,” Feng Xin, head of the English 
Department of Foreign Languages Press, told 
Beijing Review.

The whole team consists of senior language 
consultants from China, foreign copyeditors who 
have lived in China for years, and translators who 
love their job and pursue excellence, he said.

The task is also time-pressing. “We were rac-
ing against time,” Feng said. To save time while 
not compromising quality, they established an 
efficient, streamlined work procedure. “Every 
morning, senior consultants met to discuss prob-
lems they identified and offered their solutions 
afterward,” he said. Meetings were also held to 
address technical issues such as how to make 
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 The 17 Topics Covered by 
Xi Jinping: The Governance of China (Volume II) 

 ● Socialism with Chinese characteristics and the Chinese Dream
● A moderately prosperous society in all respects
● Deeper reform
● Rule of law
● Governing the Party with strict discipline
● New development concepts
● The new normal of economic development
● Socialist democracy
● Cultural confi dence

● The wellbeing of the people
● Beautiful China
● Military development
● One country, two systems
● China’s diplomacy as a major country
● Peaceful development and cooperation with other countries
● The Belt and Road Initiative
● A community of shared future 
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ARMED AND 
DANGEROUS 

An unidentifi ed 
member of a group 

of women protecting 
their island, Mbongo 

Soa, from Séléka 
rebels. Marie-Yvette, 
right, holds a picture 

of herself in her 
Séléka uniform. 



Meet the women who chose to TAKE UP ARMS in one of Africa’s most BITTER confl icts
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melvia wants to make something very clear: 
She joined the rebels to kill—not to boil manioc or 
perform other chores usually dumped on women. 
She wanted to fight back against the men who 
attacked her village in the Central African Republic, 
torched her home and killed her grandmother. “I 
didn’t join the group to cook,” she says. “I wanted 
to do the hard work.”

Melvia was one of several women in her militia’s 
battalion and one of an unknown number bearing 
arms in the country’s long-running confl ict. There 
are 14 armed groups fi ghting for control of territory 
and resources in a crisis that the U.N. has said shows 
the warning signs of genocide. The vast majority of 
rebels are men, but many women like Melvia have 

“I didn’t join THE GROUP to cook. I wanted to do the HARD WORK”.

taken up arms on all sides of this struggle. Their ex-
istence is often unknown to, denied or questioned by 
offi cials and aid workers, who assume rebel groups 
in such a male-dominated society would not allow 
women to fi ght. Contrary to stereotypes and suppo-
sitions, though, women have been in combat here. 

Cracking the knuckles on her left hand, Melvia 
describes her weapons training—learning how to as-
semble and disassemble AK-47s and rifl es, as well as 
her guard-duty shifts, patrols and trips to the front 

line. Casting a cool gaze skyward, she lists the times 
she fi red her homemade weapon. Melvia guffaws at 
the suggestion she was anything but a full-fl edged 
fighter. “We were treated just like the other sol-
diers. Like the men,” she says. “I was allowed to give 
orders—fi rm orders—just like the others.” (News-
week agreed to identify Melvia and others by their 
fi rst names to avoid retaliation and stigmatization.)

Confl ict has gripped the Central African Republic 
for more than four years, since a majority-Muslim 
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coalition of rebels known as the Séléka overthrew 
the government. They committed atrocities, killing 
scores of civilians, burning homes and stealing prop-
erty, on their path to seizing the capital, and largely 
Christian militias called the anti-Balaka rose up and 
fought back. The sectarian violence killed thousands.

The Séléka were ultimately ousted from the cap-
ital, but the country is far from stable. The Séléka 
splintered, and various armed groups now control 
most of the country. Violence surged again late last 
year and has been escalating, prompting the U.N. to 
warn of a tipping point in a “forgotten” crisis.

‘We Found Only Corpses’
women are clearly a minority on the front 
lines here, and many of the women associated with 
armed groups are forced into marriage, face sexual 
violence and do occupy “traditional” roles of cooks 
or cares. But experts say acknowledging the more 
active role of some women is critical to achieving 
peace and stability and helping those women fi nd 
a productive role in society. “War has always been a 
synonym of masculinity, of power…but only now is 
everyone realizing that women are a critical part of 
this,” says Alejandro Sánchez, a policy specialist with 
U.N. Women, which works for the empowerment of 
women. “So if we really want to promote peaceful 
societies and really achieve sustainable peace, we also 
need to deal with women who are involved in these 
settings, these armed groups.”

In the strategic town of Bria, Mariame’s com-
mander calls her “him”—and she’s fi ne with it. She 
has the same uniform, same weapon and same job as 
the men: to fi ght. “They treat me like a man,” 21-year-
old Mariame explains of her fellow rebels, half a 
dozen of whom are clambering onto a pickup truck 
mounted with a machine gun behind her. “I’m not 
scared.” Smoothing her skirt on a day off from patrol 
duty, she adds: “I’m going to defend my country.” 

Just over a mile down the road is the makeshift 
base of a rival armed group, and Leticia is there to 
fi ght too. “There’s no difference between us. I work 
like everyone,” Leticia says, nursing a baby as men be-
side her with rifl es nod. “When we are attacked, and 
the men want to go out and defend, I go with them.”

Among the many misconceptions surrounding 
these female combatants is that they were all forc-
ibly recruited. While there are many such horrifi c 
cases, many others volunteered—and, like men, 

ALL IN Melvia, left, joined fi ghters after her village was 
attacked. Lieutenant Amina Hayatou, below, says she enlisted 
after rebels killed her husband and two children. “Even if the 
war is over,” she says, “I will continue to carry arms.”
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“I consider myself a FEMALE SOLDIER because I know how to hold          and use a gun.  

ON EDGE In 2014, Bishop 
Desmond Tutu said the Central 

African Republic was on the 
brink of a genocide and urged 

those who were fi ghting to 
learn to live together, but that 

call has gone unheeded.
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 because I know how to hold          and use a gun.  Female soldiers can be BRUTAL.”
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AMAZONS

have diverse motivations, from revenge to curiosity, 
a desire for power or a need for discipline. 

For Stevia, joining an armed group was about 
revenge. She’d been in the market with her mother 
selling vegetables and spices when Séléka fi ghters 
arrived and started fi ring. The soft-spoken 17-year-
old describes the chaos that followed, how she and 
her mother fl ed to a farm while rebels tore through 
their town. “The Séléka group was going through our 
neighborhood, killing people in houses,” she recalls. 

“My father and others were in the house. When we 
came back, we only found corpses.”

Her older sister also survived the assault—and 
later remembered hearing about fi ghters called the 
anti-Balaka who were taking on the Séléka. And so 
the sisters set out to fi nd them. “We were so angry 
that we wanted to join the group in order to avenge 
my father,” Stevia says, insisting it was her choice. 

“Even though we did not know who exactly killed 
our father, we just decided to go and kill any Séléka 
member we encounter.” 

They headed into the bush, in search of an anti-
Balaka camp. “We found many other people—
including many girls—in the group. That also 
encouraged us to join,” Stevia says.  

The anti-Balaka were initially skeptical, asking 
Stevia and her sister what they wanted. “We ex-
plained to them what happened to our father. They 
told us: ‘If you are not afraid, you can join us; but if 
you are, then you should just leave.’ We told them 
that we were ready,” she explains, and they were in.

Stevia’s sister told her she was too young to go 
to the front line and urged her to stay behind and 
help with the cooking. “But I refused,” Stevia says. “I 
wanted to go to combat.”

While poverty drove her and her sister to eventu-
ally leave the group, Stevia says she still thinks about 
her father’s death. “I’d be ready to join another 
group because the need for vengeance is still there,” 
she says. “It’s not been satisfi ed.”

A Real Soldier
there have been several attempts to disarm rebel 
groups in the country and encourage combatants to 
reintegrate into society—a process the U.N. and oth-
ers refer to as “DDR” (disarmament, demobilization 
and reintegration). One such program, launched 
in October 2015, registered 737 women among the 
4,324 combatants who took part, according to the 
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CAREER PATHS Lanissa, right, says there were many women with 
her when she was trained to fi ght for the Séléka. Esther, below, 
says she had always wanted to be a soldier and excelled in her 
training; she now worries that she won’t fi nd a job as a civilian.
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women like dependents rather than willing partic-
ipants in the fi ght. If women are viewed solely as 
victims, cooks or cleaners, reintegration programs 
can reinforce stereotypes about traditional roles by 
pushing women back into those areas, instead of 
taking into consideration their combat experience 
or training, and what they want to do with their lives.

Take the case of Esther. Wearing a rhinestone-
encrusted vest over a striped shirt that shows off her 
strong arms and shoulders, she explains that she 
always wanted to be in the army. When the Séléka 
seized power in Bangui, joining their ranks was the 
only path to becoming a soldier. “They trained us to 
be soldiers who would serve the country,” she says. “I 
was hoping to get a good military training in order 
to become a real soldier with a good salary.” 

The training wasn’t easy. There were drills—
sprints, crawling through the mud, obstacle courses 
and endurance tests. But there were many women 
training along with her, she says.

Esther, 26, says she threw herself into her training, 
fi ghting through injuries and fatigue to beat other 
recruits in running drills. “If you were strong, you 
would win. I was strong, so I won,” she says proudly.

She scoffs at those who think women cannot be 
soldiers. “I consider myself a female soldier because 
I know how to hold and use a gun,” she says, adding 
with a smile: “Female soldiers can be brutal.”

“I’d be ready to join another group because the need for VENGEANCE is still there.”

But for all of that hard work, Esther has nothing 
to show. The Séléka aren’t in power anymore, and 
her dreams of a military career have been snuffed 
out. “I did not get anything out of it,” she says, her 
gravelly voice going quiet. “All those years with 
them—it was time wasted. I wasted my time and 
didn’t end up with anything, or a job.” 

→ Reporting for this story was supported by a 
grant from the Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting.

U.N. The government launched a smaller-scale pilot 
project with the U.N. peacekeeping mission’s sup-
port in August, with each armed group proffering 
a select list of names. Just six of the 109 combatants 
disarmed in Bangui in September for the pilot proj-
ect were women. Two of the 20 disarmed and demo-
bilized weeks later in the town of Bouar were women. 

“Experience has shown that most DDR processes 
have not taken into account the women’s needs,” 
Sánchez says. He says DDR programs tend to treat 
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 Unprotected 
 Sects
Ancient cultures vs. uranium mining. 
You know who wins, right?

we may be entering a golden era of looting 
and grave robbing. Hundreds of thousands of acres 

of land that are astounding repositories of art and arti-
facts from ancient cultures will be more vulnerable to 
vandalism, mining and coal and oil extraction after Pres-
ident Donald Trump slashed protections for two Utah 
monuments in early December. The Bears Ears National 
Monument will be reduced to 228,784 acres from 1.35 
million, and the Grand Staircase-Escalante National 
Monument will be cut in half. In making the announce-
ment, Trump said regulators “thousands of miles away” 
can’t care for Utah’s land the way residents do. Public 
lands will be for public use, he said. That “public use” 
apparently could now include uranium mining at Bears 
Ears and coal extraction at Grand Staircase-Escalante.

Native American tribes have been trying to protect this 
land for over 80 years because it has great cultural signif-
icance for them, and more than 100,000 archaeological 
sites. In the past decade, truckloads of looted artifacts 
have been confi scated, four burial sites were dug up and 
looted, and prehistoric walls were torn down. Last year, 
a petroglyph was removed with a rock saw and chisel. 

Five tribes—the Hopi Tribe, Pueblo of Zuni, Ute 
Mountain Ute Tribe, Ute Indian Tribe and the Navajo 
Nation—formed a coalition in July 2015 to conserve the 
lands, and have already fi led a lawsuit to reverse Trump’s 
action. They point out that several tribes trace their lin-
eage back to these places, which are still used for cere-
monies. The Grand Gulch is often called an “outdoor 
museum” because of the concentration of rock art and 
ruins. Anasazis lived there between A.D. 200 and 700, 

and their dwellings, buildings, tools, pottery 
and art remain. Valley of the Gods is no lon-
ger protected. It’s unclear if River House, 
nestled beneath a sandstone cliff where 
rock art, pottery shards and stone tools 

are still in plain sight, is protected. 
Natalie Landreth, senior staff attor-

ney for the Native American Rights Fund, 
explains why so many people have been 

fi ghting for so long 
t o  p r o t e c t  t h e s e 

lands. “For the tribes, 
it ’s not academic—
it’s home.” 
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B Y 

SYDNEY PEREIRA
 @sydneyp1234 

CONSERVATION

RANCH DRESSING
Trump and local county 
commissioner (and rancher) 
Bruce Adams celebrate 
the stripping of protection 
for Bears Ears Monument, 
which includes the Valley 
of the Gods, right.
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Native American tribes 
have been trying for 

80 years to protect this 
land, which has more 

than 100,000 
archaeological sites.
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Horizons

Smoke 
Gets  in 

Your Lies
The top medical stories 

of 2017, from cleaner butts 
to CRISPR bacon

HEALTH
Designer Babies 
and CRISPR Bacon
→ Some of the freakiest genetic re-
search published this year proved 
that biology need not be destiny. In 
August, a team of Oregon-based scien-
tists used a gene-editing technology

— CRISPR- Cas9—to 
alter the genetic make-
up of human embryos 
and eliminate a rare 
heart disease from 
their genetic blueprint. 

from advances in genetic 
research that could have been 

lifted from a Michael Crichton novel 
to hard-nosed health policies and 
investigations of industries that have 
a knack for making people very ill, this 
year delivered some of the most com-
pelling, complicated 
and controversial news 
in health and medicine. 
Here are a few of the 
stories that dominated 
the headlines in 2017. 

B Y 

JESSICA FIRGER
 @jessfi rger
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“Unless we change 
course, 5.6 million 

young people alive today 
will die prematurely.”

The landmark study triggered a pub-
lic conversation on the bioethical 
implications of germ-line editing, as 
well as the lack of guidelines or reg-
ulations to prevent family planning 
that includes designer babies. 

Scientists this year also used 
CRISPR on some headlining exper-
iments to alter the DNA of pigs. In 
one study, a team of researchers 
edited a common virus from fetal 
pig genomes and then bred piglets 
that could one day be a source for 
xenotransplantation to address the 
human organ shortage. In another 
much-discussed study, scientists 
were able to genetically modify pigs 
to have less body fat. That could be 
good news for your breakfast—and 
your waistline. 

Cigs Without That 
Annoying Side Effect 
→ The glory days of Big Tobacco end-
ed several decades ago, but plenty 
of Americans today still pick up the 
smoking habit thanks to nicotine, 
which often turns an unhealthy so-
cial activity into a serious addiction. 

The U.S. Food and Drug Admin-
istration rolled out a plan in July 
to prevent casual smokers—espe-
cially young people—from getting 
hooked. The FDA launched a mul-
tiyear plan to toughen laws on cig-
arette and cigarette product man-
ufacturers, mainly by regulating 
the amount of nicotine companies 
can stick in their products. Critics 
said the move would mean current 
smokers might end up lighting up 
more frequently or switch to oth-
er modes of nicotine delivery, like 
e-cigarettes, which aren’t harmless. 

“Unless we change course, 5.6 mil-
lion young people alive today will 
die prematurely later in life from 
tobacco use,” the agency said in a 
press statement over the summer.

The FDA said it hoped the plan 
would encourage companies to 
develop nonaddictive, noncarcino-
genic new products to enliven their 
markets but not kill their custom-
ers. The announcement caused 
shares of Altria Group—maker 
of Marlboro and Parliament ciga-
rettes—to drop 10 percent. 

A Hurricane-Size Public 
Health Disaster 
→ At the start of the fall, Hurricanes 
Harvey, Irma and Maria brought in 
heavy rains and winds and left be-
hind an enormous public health 
mess. Many communities, espe-
cially those on the island of Puerto 
Rico, were forced to contend with 
a lack of sanitation, electricity and 
clean water for days, weeks and 

even months. In Houston, local 
news reported that a few people 
had died from fl esh-eating disease, 
also known as necrotizing fasci-
itis, a result of contact with bacte-
ria-fi lled fl oodwaters during rescue 
and cleanup. 

Courtland Robinson, a core 
faculty member at the Center for 
Humanitarian Health at the Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Pub-
lic Health, uses simple arithmetic 
to describe the results of this year’s 
catastrophic hurricane season: 
disaster = hazard x vulnerability. 

“What creates the disaster is not just 
the impact of that hazard but the 
vulnerability of the people,” he says

We still don’t know the full extent 
of how severely the 2017 hurricane 
season damaged the health of some 
communities. Texas industrial facil-
ities, for example, released nearly 
6 million pounds of pollution into 
the air as a result of Harvey, and the 
long-term health effects of this toxic 
saturation are unclear.
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HEALTH

decline, though previous research 
links reduced male fertility to envi-
ronmental and chemical exposures, 
such as pesticides and chemicals. 
There’s also research that suggests 
cigarette exposure, poor diet and 
stress—a holy trinity for the mod-
ern man—wreak havoc with fertility. 

Trump Declares 
War on Opioids
→ “I will be pushing the concept of 
nonaddictive painkillers very, very 
hard,” President Donald Trump 
told the nation in October when he 
declared the U.S. opioid epidemic a 
public health emergency under fed-
eral law. He promised to deliver on 
policy changes proposed by his com-
mission to boost funding for drug 
research, improve access to addic-
tion treatment, hold pharmaceutical 

Sugar Industry Has a 
Dirty Little Secret
→ A team of researchers at the Uni-
versity of California, San Francisco, 
got ahold of decades’ worth of doc-
uments from the sugar industry to 
reveal a systematic effort to cover 
up the undeniable link between 
sugar consumption and coronary 
heart disease, the leading cause of 
death in the U.S. 

Their paper, published in No-
vember in PLOS Biology, highlights 
how nearly half a century ago, the 
Sugar Research Foundation pulled 
funding on a study it was support-
ing when results began to show that 
refi ned sugar raises blood lipid lev-
els. It killed the animal study, “Proj-
ect 259: Dietary Carbohydrate and 
Blood Lipids in Germ-Free Rats,” 
and the results were never pub-
lished. “That kind of manipulation 
of research is similar to what the 
tobacco industry does,” investiga-
tion co-author Stanton Glantz said 
in a press statement. To conduct 
the research, Glantz and his col-
leagues used grant money provided 
by a several organizations that sup-
port—surprise—dentists. 

Plummeting Sperm Counts
→ The future really could be just like 
The Handmaid’s Tale, confi rmed a 
reproductive epidemiologist over 
the summer when she published a 
study that suggested male fertility is 
declining in the Western world. The 
study, based on analysis of nearly 
43,000 men in numerous industri-
alized countries, found that sperm 
counts have dropped by more than 
half in the past four decades. The 
study didn’t identify a cause of the 

“There’s a lot of 
bravado but not 
enough money.”
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companies accountable for unethical 
sales and marketing practices of opi-
oid drugs, and stop the fl ow of ille-
gal drugs into the country. However, 
many critics believe the president’s 
move was just another one of his 
bully pulpit moments. The opioid ep-
idemic kills roughly 100 Americans a 
day, and Trump failed to deliver on a 
plan for more funding. 

“This is one if the issues where 
words don’t speak as loud as ac-
tions. There’s a lot of bravado but 
not enough money,” says Dr. Jeffrey 
Drazen, editor-in-chief of The New 
England Journal of Medicine. “He 
has called for a moral dedication but 
not a fi nancial dedication. If you’re 
going to have a war, you need to have 
both the will and the resources.”

Meanwhile, several top executives 
of Insys Therapeutics, including the 
owner of the company, were arrested 
and indicted for composing an elab-
orate scheme meant to increase sales 
of its fentanyl painkiller, Subsys. The 
company was also the subject of a 
congressional investigation by Dem-
ocratic Senator Claire McCaskill. 

That’s good news, because it’s 
been one hell of a year. 

I Dream of Gene Therapy
→ Over the summer, the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration took 
what the agency called “a historic 
action” and awarded fi rst-ever ap-
proval for a gene therapy to treat 

“That kind of 
manipulation 
of research is 

similar to what 
the tobacco 

industry does.”

acute lymphoblastic leukemia in 
children and young adults. Manu-
factured by pharmaceutical com-
pany Novartis, Kymriah is a novel 
cancer treatment known broadly 
as CAR-T therapy. In the treatment, 
a patient’s T-cells (the white blood 
cell soldiers of the immune system) 
are genetically modifi ed to recog-
nize cancer cells and then infused 
back into the patient to get to work. 
Clinical trials on the drug delivered 
an 83 percent remission rate. 

The FDA only a few months later 

gave a nod to Kite (a subsidiary of 
Gilead Sciences) on a similar CAR-T 
therapy known as Yescarta to treat 
certain forms of adult non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma cancer. And in the fall, an 
FDA advisory panel urged the agency 
to approve another gene therapy that 
corrects a type of heritable blindness 
that can be fi xed after tweaking a spe-
cifi c genetic mutation.

George Church, a professor of ge-
netics at Harvard and MIT, says this 
new frontier of biological medicine 
will continue to capture headlines 
in 2018. “I think we’re going to be 
seeing a lot more clinical trials on 
gene therapy, and we might see 
some progress on aging reversal.”   

A tantalizing possibility that sets 
up the perfect New Year’s resolution 
for next year: get younger. 



Sony’s Compact Disc, the Walkman, 
the Nintendo Gameboy, Nikon’s dig-
ital SLR camera, the Toyota Prius, 
3D-printers, bullet trains, robots… 
the list of Japanese technology and 
innovations over the past few de-
cades could go on. 

But while household names like 
Sony, Nikon and Toyota may typify 
Japanese innovation, working be-
hind the scenes are Japan’s ‘silent 
heroes’: the companies behind in-
novative chemical products, which 
help to make everything, from air 
conditioning and thermal insula-
tion units, to light bulbs, construc-
tion paints and LEXUS cars, more 
energy effi  cient and less harmful 
to the environment. Through their 
continuous investments in R&D 
and innovation, these companies 
have positioned themselves at the 
forefront of pertinent issues such as 
climate change and food security.

“The advances in chemistry 
make the world a better place for 
everyone.  Our mission is to give 
shape to the unlimited possibilities 
of chemistry for our customers, and 
as such, we are responsible for sup-
plying innovative products all over 
the world,” says Takao Ando, Presi-
dent and CEO of Sanyo Chemical 
Industries.

By supplying essential materials 
to fi elds such as automotive and 
electronics, the chemical industry 
is the backbone of Japanese manu-
facturing, employing some 860,000 
people and making up 14 percent of 
the shipment value of all manufac-
turing industries. It also accounts 
for 22 percent of the manufactur-
ing sector’s total spending on R&D, 
which has helped to make Japan’s 
chemical industry a world leader.

“In terms of competitiveness 
our main strategy is to produce 
high-end-value products. In order 
to create this excellent market 
position, we put a large portion of 
the workforce into the R&D sector. 
Thirty percent of our employees are 
involved in R&D,” says Mr. Ando, 
whose company develops materials 
for the health, petroleum, automo-
tive, plastic, textiles and construc-
tion industries, amongst others.

“We are currently focusing our 
eff orts on medical applications. 
This is something new and diff er-
ent from what we have created so 

far and was made possible after we 
were approved as a medical device 
business operator in 2011.”

One special feature of Sanyo 
Chemical’s R&D is, what it calls, 
‘The NeeSeeds-Oriented’ approach 
– a combination of needs-oriented 
R&D and seeds-oriented R&D. 

“We achieve diverse perfor-
mance by combining the needs 
with multiple seeds (existing 
technologies, products and know-
how),” says Mr. Ando. “A technique 
developed to meet a certain need 
is combined with another tech-
nique to create another new seed 
technology for new products. The 
‘NeeSeeds-Oriented’ approach has 
helped us to broaden our range of 
technologies to as many as 3,000 
diff erent types of products.”

If you’re the owner of a Lexus, 
you’ll be more familiar with one 
of these ‘NeeSeeds’-developed 
products than you think. Sanyo 
Chemical’s specially developed 
polyurethane is used to make the 
leather-like material that covers 

Lexus’ instrument panels in its ve-
hicles, which is far superior to the 
PVC the U.S. car company used 
before, according to the Sanyo 
Chemical president.

“The superior polyurethane pow-
der, developed by a mixture of our 
various seeds and new technolo-
gies, has the benefi ts of being soft 
and pleasing to the eye by resem-
bling genuine leather with thread 
stitching,” says Mr. Ando.

“Lexus used to adopt PVC for 
instrumental panels, but now it 
uses our polyurethane materials. 
The benefi ts of switching from the 
use of PVC to polyurethane are the 
lightweight properties, the leather-
like texture, and the lower melting 
temperature, which saves the pro-
cessing energy and contributes to 
the car’s performance.”

Sanyo’s polyurethane material is 
a small touch, but one which, aside 
from being pleasing to the eye of a 
Lexus luxury car owner, also helps 
to make the vehicle lighter and 
more energy effi  cient, and thus 
helping to reduce its CO2 emissions.

Another company helping to 
lower emissions is KH Neochem, 
whose high-performance materials 
can be found in a range of consumer 
products, from cars, TVs and lap-
tops, to food and drink packaging, 
paints and cosmetics. 

The company is also a leader in 
the production of materials used to 
produce R32 refrigerant lubricant, 
which is used in air conditioning 
units. R32 is a much environmen-
tally friendlier alternative to the 
current standard R410A lubri-
cant and its predecessor R22, an 

Behind the scenes, 
Japanese chemical 
companies invest heavily 
in innovation and R&D to 
produce next-generation 
materials that make 
everyday products greener 
and more energy effi  cient 
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ozone-depleting substance which 
is now being phased out in the U.S. 

“R22 is being eliminated because 
it has a signifi cant impact on ozone 
deterioration,” says Keiichi Asai, 

President and CEO of KH Neochem.
“The current standard refriger-

ant R410A does not deteriorate the 
ozone layer. However, R410A has 

a high GWP (Global Warming Po-
tential) rate of 2080, which is even 
higher than R22 with 1080 GWP.  
R32, is mainly being introduced in 
Japan. R32 refrigerant’s GWP rat-
ing is 675; a third less than R410A.

“One of our strengths is that we 
produce raw materials for synthet-
ic base chemical lubricants for R32. 
And are proud to be indirectly con-
tributing to the protection of the 
ozone layer and global warming 
reduction with the production of 
these products.”

The middle classes in developing 
countries are growing, and so to are 
their demands for home appliances 
such as air conditioning, particu-
larly in warmer countries. The use 
of “greener” refrigerant lubricants 
like R32 will be imperative in order 
to mitigate environmental impact. 

“With the expected growth of the 
middle-class segment, this type of re-
frigerant might be used even more,” 
adds Mr. Asai. “In 2016 about 90 
million air conditioners were pro-
duced for residential use and this is 
expected to increase to 113 million in 
2025, so there is a big opportunity 
for business in this market.”

From small enterprises to large 
conglomerates, Japan has already 

“It is essential for 
companies to be 
environmentally 
friendly. We are 
proud to be indirectly 
contributing to the 
protection of the 
ozone layer and global 
warming reduction”

Keiichi Asai, President and 

CEO, KH Neochem

“We embrace 
globalization not only 
for profi t margin but 
to educate employees 
and to create quality 
products all over the 
world. Our mission is 
to give shape to the 
unlimited possibilities 
of chemistry”

Takao Ando, President and CEO, 

Sanyo Chemical Industries
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made great strides in energy effi  -
ciency, and is ranked second in the 
world (level with Italy and behind 
Germany) on the International En-
ergy Effi  ciency Scorecard, a survey 
conducted by the American Coun-
cil for Energy-Effi  cient Economy 
(ACEEE).

Japan’s chemical companies are 
leading the charge, not just by pro-
ducing greener products, but also 
ensuring the production processes 
to make these products adopt the 
best technologies in order to in-
crease energy effi  ciency.

“One of the environmental con-
cerns that we are successfully ad-
dressing is in the fi eld of energy 
saving. Our results show that the 
energy we use to make one ton of 
product per year has been continu-
ously declining,” says Mr. Yuji Fuku-
yama, President and CEO of Honshu 
Chemical, which produces special-
ized materials for the automotives, 
IT and healthcare industries.

“Our core generation system en-
ables us to make and supply our 
own electricity. We concentrate on 
reducing such things as air con-
sumption, waste water, waste dis-
posal and gas and we have excel-
lent control on water temperature. 
The software system that we use 
enables us to plan production and 
energy use so usage is kept to a 
minimum and high levels of pro-
duction effi  ciency are maintained.”

Like Sanyo Chemical, Honshu 
Chemical produces state-of-the-
art materials used in cars to in-
crease energy effi  ciency, as well 
as the vehicle’s aesthetics. It also 
makes materials for optical lenses 
which will be used in autmomous 
vehicles and eco-vehicles. 

“Speciality bisphenol is used in 
the engineering of plastics which 
are extremely hard, similar to the 
hardness of metal or iron. How-
ever, unlike these metals they are 
lightweight – leading to high fuel 
effi  ciency – and have a higher heat 
resistance. The plastic is much 
easier to use than metal and so 
it is possible to make very unique 
cardoor designs,” explains Mr. Fu-
kuyama.

“With the introduction of eco-
cars and driverless cars, the next 
step will be to introduce high-
performance lenses and cameras 
that will be used in these types 
of vehicles. We would like the 
overall target of our companies 
to be capable of providing more 
reliable and effi  cient products for 
the customer.”



With the world’s population ex-
pected to reach 9.7 billion by 2050, 
the U.N.’s World Food Programme 
estimates that global food produc-
tion must increase by 60 percent. 
This will require the use of more 
land, more water, more energy, 
more agrochemicals, and more 
investment in agri-science and 
innovation. Therefore, the major 
challenge for the agricultural in-
dustry, and the agrochemical com-
panies that supply farmers with 
seeds, growth stimulants, fertil-
izers and pesticides, will be to find 
innovative ways to dramatically 
increase production, while ensur-
ing sustainability and mitigating 
the impact on the environment. 

While many proponents of or-
ganic food criticize the use of pes-
ticides in farming, the fact is that 
40 percent of global crop yields 
are currently lost to pests and 
diseases; and it is estimated that 
these losses could double without 
the use of pesticides. Such losses 
would be detrimental to global 
food security, particularly over 
the coming decades as the world 
demand for food grows rapidly.

“Organic crops and vegetables 
sound appealing to consumers, 
but farmers recognize the impor-
tant role that agrochemicals play 
in increasing productivity,” says 
Mr. Yoshitomo Koike, President 
of Kumiai Chemical Industry Co., 
a Japanese firm which produces 
agrichemicals.

The majority of players in the ag-
ricultural industry agree that the 
use of pesticides is the best solu-
tion to pest problems and for food 
security. However, public concerns 
over health and environmental is-
sues must be addressed. This has 
compelled agrochemical compa-
nies to invest in R&D and innovation 
to produce more environmentally 

friendly synthetic pesticides, as 
well as bio-pesticides, the market 
for which is expected to grow 16 
percent annually through 2026. 

The agrochemical industry is 
dominated by the five largest play-
ers: Bayer, Monsanto, Dow/ Du-
Pont, Syngenta, and BASF, which 
together control nearly 75 percent 
of the global pesticide market. 
Dow and Dupont came together 
after a merger in September; while 
Bayer has struck a deal to acquire 
Monsanto. These large merg-
ers and acquisitions have been a 
cause for public concern, with the 
biggest worry being that a lack 
of competition could stifle the in-
novation needed to develop new 
products. Furthermore, these large 
western companies that dominate 
the agrochemical industry suffer 
from a large level of public dis-
trust; and many citizens in the U.S. 
and Europe do not perceive these 
companies to be leading the drive 
for greener and more sustainable 
agricultural practices.

Such factors present a huge 
opportunity for smaller industry 
players in Japan. By combining 
their traditional focus on innova-
tion, R&D and sustainable cor-
porate practices, these compa-
nies could assume international 
leadership in the agrochemical 
industry, developing new inno-
vative, environmentally friendly 
agrochemical products.

“In Japan, the primary focus is 
innovation. Our company aims to 

improve efficacy, safety and the 
quality of pesticides, seeds with 
GM technology, fertilizer and oth-
ers, that will increase crop yields,” 
says president of Meiji Seika Phar-
ma, Daikichiro Kobayashi.

“Currently, the agrochemical in-
dustry is dominated by a handful of 
enormous corporations which pos-
sess around 60-80 percent market 
share,” says Mr. Hironori Kushibiki, 
President of Agro-Kanesho.  

As the global population 
and demand for food grows 
rapidly, Japanese agro-
chemical companies make 
large investments in R&D 
and innovation that will 
support efficient, sustaina-
ble and greener agricultural 
practices across the world

‘The global leader in agrochemical 

patent ownership’



“But Japan is the global leader 
in terms of agrochemical patent 
ownership. Our patents give us a 
long-term advantage to increase 
our shares on a global level. Half 
of the 40 new agrochemicals that 
underwent full R&D and are cur-
rently waiting to be registered on 
the global market originated in 
Japan.”

Agro-Kanesho is an R&D-
based agrochemical company 
and distributor with a robust 
reputation in the domestic mar-
ket, which focuses on dealer 
channels rather than co-ops. 
Most of the products are used for 
horticultural fields such as fruit 
orchards, industrial crops, veg-
etables and ornamentals. These 
products include: Basamid, a soil 
treatment protecting crops and 
vegetables from roundworm and 
other soil-based diseases; and 
Kanemite, a miticide for orchard 
trees, vegetables and ornamental 
crops, which it exports to the U.S.

“Our hope is to be able to direct-
ly communicate with U.S. growers 
on the usage of our products by 
providing them with precise and 
detailed information,” says Mr. 
Kushibiki.

“Two or three years ago, we 
received a considerable order 
from an American farmer for 
our miticide, Kanemite. Be-
cause our product has been 
met with great success abroad, 
the demand for our miticides 
increased drastically, and it has 
become a profitable side of the 
business. As a matter of fact, 
demand from the U.S. became 
larger than the demand from 
any other country.”

Agro-Kanesho says its competi-
tive advantage is, what it calls, 
its “farmer-oriented approach” to 
product development – actively 
involving growers in its R&D ef-
forts and listening to their specifi c 
needs to develop solutions.

“Ever since its inception 60 
years ago, Agro-Kanesho has 
always worked collaboratively 
with farmers and growers alike 
to ensure top-quality products,” 
says Mr. Kushibiki.

“Being attentive to our us-
ers’ opinions and views is a core 
component of our corporate 
philosophy. We never push our 
product upon a client against his 
demands and without his clear 
understandings of our products. 

We are an R&D-focused compa-
ny, and as such, we are always 
pursuing the development of new 
products to meet our clients’ de-
mands.”

The corporate philosophy of 
another Japanese agrochemical 
fi rm, OAT Agrio Co., is focused on 
“contributing to the world with 
our agro-technology and sincer-
ity”, according to its president and 
CEO, Akihei Mori.

“We have a so-called ‘Green 
Products’ series of agrochemi-
cals. Green products do not kill all 
insects and bacteria, leaving the 
helpful ones alive. They are able 
to prevent damages by insects 
while simultaneously remaining 
very eco-friendly. It is our R&D 
policy to develop new products in 
this area. The use of conventional 
agro-chemicals is necessary but 
they should be used only as a fi nal 
resort.”

In 2012, OAT Agrio completed 
the acquisition of Asahi Chemical 
Manufacturing, which produces a 
popular product called Atonik. Sold 
under the name of Aegis ESR in the 
U.S, Atonik is a residue-free plant 
biostimulator. Plants treated with 
Atonik show better growth and 
generative development, improved 
biomass accumulation, and higher 
effi  ciency of photosynthetic ap-
paratus, water status, membrane 
integrity and cell wall lignifi cation.

“Atonik is the representative of 
our green products,” states Mr. 
Mori. “The components of Atonik 
exist in nature, and strengthen 
plants to help them to protect 
themselves. No residuals are found 
in almost all plants after applica-
tion of Atonik, which also proves 
its safety.”

OAT Agrio is also concerned 
with water conservation, and 
has developed “Fertilizer and 
Fertilization through drip irriga-
tion systems”, which are made 
to automatically supply the mini-
mum amount of required water 
and fertilizer to plants and crops, 
thereby contributing to conserva-
tion of resources.

“The soil on the earth has been 
deteriorating because of the 
shortage of water supply that 
leads to its dry-up. This is a very 
diffi  cult problem to solve for a 
small private company. However, 
our proposal to this problem is to 
use much less water and much less 
fertilizer,” says Mr. Mori, whose 
company’s products are widely 
available to U.S. farmers.

“Our eco-friendly products, 
Cyfl umetofen, Kaligreen and 
Atonik have been marketed and 
are catching market needs in 
America. We plan to introduce 
another in the next few years. 
Under this strategy I hope that 
more OAT Agrio products will be 
seen in North and South America 
in the future.”

“Atonik is the 
representative of our 
green products. The 
components of Atonik 
exist in nature, and 
strengthen plants to 
help them to protect 
themselves”

Akihei Mori, President and 

CEO, OAT Agrio

“Half of the 40 new 
agrochemicals that 
underwent full R&D and 
are currently waiting 
to be registered on the 
global market originated 
in Japan”

Hironori Kushibiki, President, 

Agro-Kanesho 
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BIRD’S EYE VIEW
Janney as LaVona 

Golden, Tonya 
Harding’s mother, 

with parakeet 
co-star Little Man.

Mommie 
Dearest on Ice
Allison Janney tears up the screen in 
I, Tonya, playing one hell of a mother 

MOVIES
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HOW TO SHOOT A WAR 
One of TV’s best thrillers also humanizes 
the Israeli-Palestinian confl ict.   »  P.46

the black comedy i, tonya, about the 
onetime champion fi gure skater Tonya Hard-

ing, is the cinematic defi nition of “You don’t know 
whether to laugh or cry.” The screenwriter, Steven 
Rogers, hopes “you’ll do a little of both.” And maybe 
both at once, sometimes through gritted teeth. The 
fi lm, which doesn’t whitewash Harding, attempts a 
kind of redemption. At the very least, it gives you 
perspective: Tonya Harding never had a chance. 

She is best remembered, of course, for fi gure 
skating’s most riveting tabloid moment: The knee-
capping of Harding’s chief rival, Nancy Kerrigan. 
The media did such a good job of reducing Hard-
ing vs. Kerrigan to White Trash vs. Princess that 
many continue to misremember Harding as the 
assailant. The story, as often happens, is more lay-
ered than the headlines implied. 

Rogers, who grew up in Harding’s home state of 
Washington, spent weeks interviewing the former 
athlete (banished from the sport for life in 1994) 
and her ex-husband, Jeff Gillooly. 
It was Gillooly’s delusional best 
friend, Shawn Eckhardt—Harding’s 
purported bodyguard and a self-de-
scribed CIA operative—who hatched 
the cracked plan to prevent Kerrigan 
from competing at the 1994 Olym-
pics. (She recovered in time to win a silver medal.) 

The story is so nutty that Margot Robbie, the Aus-
tralian actress who plays Harding, couldn’t believe 
it was true. “Margot was too young when it hap-
pened,” says Rogers, “and she kept complimenting 
me on my brilliant comic inventions, like Shane 
Stant [the attacker, a mook hired by Eckhardt] using 
his head to break a glass door to escape, rather the 
police baton he’d just bashed Nancy with. I had to 
reluctantly tell her it wasn’t my imagination.” 

The real Harding was, briefl y, the greatest female 
skater in the world, the only one who could pull 
off a triple axel (at one competition, she completed 
two), a talent never properly celebrated. She had 
a few things going against her, including her pre-
ferred performance soundtrack (rock music), her 
big-haired ’80s tackiness and a take-me-or-leave-me 
attitude that the snooty National Ice Skating 

Association loathed. Harding was admirably tough 
and ambitious, if judged by today’s standards. But 
she wasn’t strong enough to overcome, among other 
things, Gillooly, a violent and colossally inept man 
whose name became synonymous with kneecapping. 

And then there was Harding’s working-class 
mother, LaVona Golden, who pushed her daugh-
ter by any means necessary. Rogers was unable to 
locate Golden. (Harding told him she didn’t know 
if her mother was alive or dead—“She might be 
living behind a porn shop in a trailer.”) But plenty 
of people witnessed her verbal and physical abuse 
of Harding, including beating her young daugh-
ter with a hairbrush at a skating event. “The only 
thing Jeff and Tonya agreed on, and they agreed 
on nothing, was how bad LaVona was,” says Rogers.

He got the distinctive fl avor of Golden from doc-
umentary footage, but he wrote the part for Allison 
Janney. “I’d written for her before, and she never 
got to play the parts. It was this not-very-funny 

joke between us,” says Rogers, who 
studied acting with Janney at New 
York’s Neighborhood Playhouse in 
the ’80s. “So I attached her to the 
role even before she read the script 
or agreed to do it. Her involvement 
was a condition of sale.” Simply put, 

he adds, “no one plays a mess as well as Allison.”
The fi lm goes back and forth between recreations 

of a 2014 documentary and Harding’s rise and fall 
as a skater. One of the “documentary” scenes fea-
tures an older Golden, hooked up to an oxygen tank, 
an ear-nipping parakeet on her left shoulder. It’s a 
showstopper, though the bird, played by Little Man, 
nearly steals the scene from Janney. “Hands down, 
my favorite animal co-star ever, and I’ve had a few,” 
says the actress. “This bird did a lot for me.”

As did the breathtakingly ugly wig. “When I fi rst 
saw myself in the mirror as LaVona, I thought, This 
is fantastic!” says Janney. “It’s the least I’ve ever 
looked like me, which was very freeing. Normally, 
I’m not a fan of watching myself; I get very picky, 
groaning over my nibbles and bits.”

After years of collecting Emmys (six) for her TV 
work—as The West Wing’s commanding C.J. Cregg, as 
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ON THIN ICE “I have such a girl 
crush on Margot,” says Janney of 
Robbie, top, recreating the moment 
when Harding, bottom, fi rst landed 
a triple axel in competition.

represents the media in a scathingly 
funny turn as a Hard Copy reporter.) 
But Rogers’s script makes no attempt 
to answer the question of Harding’s 
involvement in the attack (she denies 
even knowing about it). Rather, says 
Janney, the fi lm is about “seeing the 
complexities of what went on, and 
what environment Tonya grew up in. 
You get why she would fi nd herself 
with this cast of characters.”

Young LaVona Golden makes 
her debut to Cliff Richard’s “Devil 
Woman” (Gillespie’s soundtrack of 
’80s and ’90s radio hits is killer). She 
walks onto the ice in her street shoes, 
dragging 3-year-old Tonya by the 
arm, a cigarillo attached to her hand 
like a sixth fi nger. “Hey!” she shouts 
to the female instructor teaching a 
herd of young skaters. “Over here! 
I’ve got something I want to ask you.” 
There is no seduction with Golden. 

“I did wonder how I was going to get 
behind her,” says Janney with a laugh. 

Golden was a challenge to human-
ize, this woman who relentlessly bul-
lied her daughter and everyone else. 
The actress dug up some compassion 
from her own past. “LaVona talks 
about driving Tonya to practices at 
5 a.m. and working all these waitress-
ing jobs, with every penny going to 
her skating. I know what that’s like, 
because my parents did it for me. It’s 
a lot for a single parent.”

Janney goes on: “I think she saw 
her daughter had a hard road. Tonya 
didn’t have all the things that are seen 
to be necessary for a viable competi-
tor for the U.S. In order to give her 
daughter a chance, she needed to 
be tough on her. And not to defend 

a sexually adventurous housewife on 
Masters of Sex and as the domineering 
mother on the CBS sitcom Mom—the 
dearth of great Janney film roles is 
perplexing. “Shoehorn parts, like the 
director of the CIA or FBI,” is how 
Rogers describes what’s she’s generally 
offered. “But Allison is Viola Davis and 
Cate Blanchett. She’s got that kind of 
power. I wrote this part so there was 
no denying that.”

Rogers knew Janney would love 
the story because, as a teen, she was  
a competitive fi gure skater. An acci-
dent put an end to that (she went 
through a plate glass window, sever-
ing arteries), but she remains a fan 
of the sport and vividly remembers 
watching a clearly distressed Harding 
skate at the 1992 Olympics. 

“When Tonya’s lace broke, and then 
going up and crying to the judges—I 
just watched with my hands over my 
eyes,” says Janney. “I was mortified 
for this girl who was obviously impli-
cated and guilty in some way. And, of 
course, the whole media thing of 
poor Nancy Kerrigan and ‘Why, why, 

why?!’ Nancy playing over and over. 
That press narrative was made for TV.”

In one of I, Tonya’s later scenes, 
Gillooly notices the reporters, who 
had been camped on his lawn for 
months, racing for their trucks. You 
glimpse the reason on his TV: foot-
age of a white Bronco on a freeway, 
being chased by cops. “And right 
after O.J. was the Menendez brothers 
trial,” says Janney. “The triumvirate 
of the 24-hour news cycle.”

The fi lm, directed by Craig Gilles-
pie (Lars and the Real Girl), is a deft 
blend of satire and morality tale. 
Everyone is culpable, some more 
than others. (Bobby Cannavale 

“The only thing Jeff 
and Tonya agreed 
on, and they agreed 
on nothing, was how 
bad LaVona was.” C
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LaVona,” she adds, “but she didn’t 
think it should matter what music 
Tonya played. It only mattered that 
she was a great skater.”

A devastating scene near the end 
of the fi lm captures the heartbreak-
ing dysfunction. Mother and daugh-
ter have been estranged for years, 
but Golden visits Harding at one 
of her lowest moments, when she’s 
trapped in her home by a mob of 
reporters and cameramen. “LaVona 
puts herself in this awkward place 
of being a nice mother,” Janney says 
with a chuckle. “She has to express 
things she normally wouldn’t—soft, 
fuzzy feelings like: I’m proud of you, 
and you did good.”

Janney thinks Golden really felt 
those things, somewhere. But in the 
end, she betrays Harding once again. 
(Sorry, no spoilers.)

“She has a line, when she’s yelling 
at Tonya, ‘I hated my mother too, you 
know!’” says the actress, who thinks 
Golden was probably abused herself. 
Since Rogers couldn’t fi nd her, that’s 
speculation. But watching documen-
tary footage of Golden, says Janney, “I 
saw all her anger and bitterness about 
everything in her life.” 

Rogers’s favorite line in the script 
never made it to the film. “LaVona 
says, ‘Tonya always said that growing 
up, everyone hit her. Well, it was just a 
natural reaction to being around her.’” 
Rogers laughs. “I kept badgering Craig 
to fi nd a place for it.” 

Never mind. Janney lobs plenty 
of choice zingers, including one 
of the best in the film: The older 
Golden—noticing that the fi lm’s plot 
is shifting to the years when Harding 
stopped speaking to her mother—
says to the camera, “My storyline is 
disappearing. What the fuck?!” 

Janney relished that line. “I’ve 
wanted to say that in so many movies 
that I’ve been in.” 

THE BIG CHILL 
From top: Janney 

this year; the fi lm’s 
poster; Sebastian 

Stan as Jeff Gillooly, 
Robbie and Julianne 
Nicholson as Tonya’s 

fi rst coach, Diane 
Rawlinson; the 

real Golden with 
her daughter in 

1994, after years 
of estrangement.
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TELEVISION

The Good Guy 
Is the Bad Guy

A thrilling Israeli TV series offers 
radically balanced portraits of both sides 

of the Israeli-Palestinian confl ict

fauda, which means “chaos” 
in Arabic, is used by the Israeli 

military to signify an operation 
that has gone bust. It is also, aptly, 
the title of an acclaimed television 
thriller about a confl ict that contin-
ues to rip through the Middle East 
and international politics. A war is, 
by defi nition, messy and complex; 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is 
beyond that—an entrenched web 
of mayhem that Fauda, a produc-
tion of the tiny Israeli TV industry, 
has done a superb job of untangling, 
with nuance and poignancy. 

“Arabs tell us it’s an Arab show, 

right-wingers tell us it’s a right-wing 
show, leftists a left-wing show,” says 
Lior Raz, one of Fauda’s co-creators 
and the show’s star. “We worried the 
reaction would be just the opposite.”

When Fauda premiered in Israel 
in 2015, Hamas condemned it as 
a “Zionist” plot but also posted a 
streaming link on its website. Since 
then, its leaders and its prisoners have 
joined the show’s fan base. Co-creator 
Avi Issacharoff, a journalist who has 
spent decades covering Palestinian 
and Arab affairs in the West Bank 
and Gaza for, among others, the news 
site Walla, suggests that for many 

Hamas militants and Israelis, Fauda is 
cathartic. “As an Israeli, for example, 
you cannot feel sympathy for a terror-
ist, but as a viewer, you are allowed to 
feel for a killer and see that he’s also a 
father, a lover, a spiritual leader.”

Raz plays Doron, a member of mis-
ta’arvim—Israel’s Arabic-speaking 
counterterrorism unit. The men and 
women are specifically trained to 
operate undercover in enemy terri-
tory in order to assassinate or capture 
accused terrorists. Fauda’s fi rst season 
(streaming on Netfl ix since March) 
had Doron coming out of retirement 
to hunt down Abu Ahmad, a Hamas 
militant he thought he had killed. The 
second season, returning to Israeli 
TV this month and Netflix in 2018, 
explores internal Palestinian rivalries 
and ISIS recruitment in the region.

There are plenty of victims on both 
sides of Fauda and no real heroes, 
Doron included. In the fi rst season, 
he is easily seduced back into espio-
nage, abandoning his family to do so. 
And the violence perpetuated by his 
team can be frighteningly casual: In 
the fi rst episode, they pose as delivery 
people at a Palestinian wedding party; 
when the mission goes bad (they acci-
dentally kill the groom), the cycle of 
violence started that night plays out 
over the rest of the season. The bride 
is eventually recruited to bomb an 
Israeli nightclub. She cries as she 
looks around the bar, and the female 
bartender consoles her. For a moment, 
it seems the woman might reconsider 
her mission, but seconds later, it’s car-
nage; the terrorist, the bartender and 
scores of others are dead. 

The bartender was based on Raz’s 
18-year-old girlfriend, 
fatally stabbed by a Pal-
estinian in 1990. For 
Raz, who served in the 
Israeli military, writing 
the show has been a 
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form of therapy. “Like so many of the 
characters in the series, I’ve dealt with 
my own post-trauma through writing 
and acting and the need to delve into 
dark memories I’d rather not touch.” 

The effects of violence on a society 
are rarely examined on American tele-
vision or in fi lms; Hollywood would 
prefer to treat war and terrorism like 
a video game, without real sadness 
or consequence. Israel’s television 
industry, by contrast, is determined 
to highlight the messy emotions 
and consequences of conflict. Its 
last blockbuster export, Hatufim, 
was turned into Showtime’s Home-
land. And Issacharoff and Raz have a 
second project for Netflix, a CIA- 

Mossad show called Hit and Run.
Israeli audiences have “gotten 

used to ignoring Palestinians,” says 
Issacharoff, noting that Israel is 
about to mark 50 years of grinding 
occupation of the West Bank. Fau-
da’s intent, to fi nd empathy for both 

sides, is in stark contrast to the nar-
ratives pushed by the region’s hard-
line leaders, including Israeli Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who 
has categorized all “Arabs”—lumping 
together Palestinians, Arab-Israelis, 
ISIS and more—as enemies of the 
Jewish state and the civilized world. 

Through the character of Doron, 
Fauda reveals how Israeli coun-
terterrorism has brutalized and 
manipulated Palestinians. In the fi rst 
season, in his undercover alias, Doron 
befriends a female Palestinian doctor 
who was raised in France; she has only 
recently returned to the occupied ter-
ritory, where her family has ties to 
Hamas. Eventually, he falls for her, 
turning from exploiter to lover to, as 
must happen, betrayer. “As an outsider, 
she’s the only one who’s not sick,” says 
Laëtitia Eïdo, who plays the doctor. 
“Because both sides have been raised 
in survival mode, they tend to see the 
other as inhuman in order to feel safe.”

Nahd Basheir, an Israeli-Arab 
actor from the Druze minority, plays 
an ISIS member in the new season. 
To his mind, Fauda is revolutionary 
simply for presenting Arabs beyond 
the usual pop culture depictions 
of fanatical terrorists or simpleton 
menial workers. “The show does 
not have aspirations for peace,” says 
Basheir, “but that’s not the role of 
art. It’s to force us to see ourselves.” 

WAY OF THE GUN 
Clockwise from far 

left: Fauda co-creator 
and star Raz (front 

window); Rona-Lee 
Shim’on plays the 

only female member 
of mista’arvim in 

Season 2; Jameel 
Khoury, center, plays 

a Hamas operative; 
co-creator Issacharoff.

“I’ve dealt with my own 
post-trauma through 
writing and acting and 
the need to delve into 
deep, dark memories 
I’d rather not touch.” 
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“I was always 
drawn to 

[Philip’s] alpha 
side. We’re 

celebrating that 
kind of maleness 

less and less.”

the actor who plays prince philip, duke of edinburgh, on the 
classy Netfl ix hit The Crown, describes his character as “one of life’s great 

outsiders.” Viewers of the show, as well as British subjects, have often been less 
kind, calling the husband of Queen Elizabeth II arrogant, petulant, even racist. 
Let’s put it this way: Philip is not an easy person to like, let alone love. Matt Smith, 
who was the youngest actor to play Dr. Who (2010 to 2014), is not a “royalist” per 
se (“I don’t sit at home watching reruns of Will and Kate’s marriage”), but after 
playing the part, he has developed “a deep appreciation of the royal family.”  

In the fi rst season of The Crown, Smith’s prince is a dashing if truculent young 
man who resents giving up his naval career to play a supporting role to his wife. 
By Season 2, he’s cheating on Elizabeth (Claire Foy) on a royal tour. “Perhaps it’s 
uncomfortable for people to watch,” says Smith, who will be replaced by an older 
actor for Season 3, “but it’s not like we’re being salacious or gratuitous with the 
facts.” And he needn’t worry about offending Philip. When asked if he watched 
the show, the still-feisty 96-year-old glowered and replied, “Don’t. Be. Ridiculous.”

What were your impressions of 
Philip before playing the part?
I was always drawn to his maleness, 
the alpha side of him. In current 
society, we’re celebrating that 
kind of maleness less and less—
the sense of male pride and 
responsibility, which are qualities 
I admire and recognize in my dad. 
Philip found life diffi cult because 
that side of him was curtailed. 
I really empathized with that. 
As a man, I’d fi nd it diffi cult 
to kneel to my wife. I’d fi nd it 
diffi cult if my wife sent me away 
for fi ve months for royal duty. 
This power was swept away from 
beneath him, and as a man, that’s 
a diffi cult place to be in, especially 
in the 1950s and ’60s.

What do you mean by society 
isn’t “celebrating that kind of 
maleness”?
Look, rightly so. A character like 
Queen Elizabeth, we celebrate that 
she is at the forefront of style, her 
career and is in a position of power. 
That’s a wonderful thing. And maybe 
it’s because the balance has been 
tipped too long in the male favor.

And I’m not saying: “Be a 
chauvinistic pillock.” That’s not what I 
mean. I mean, celebrate the qualities 
that a lion has. Why can’t we admire 
Philip for that? I think he’s chastised 
quite a lot. When you spend a couple 
years researching and understanding 
someone, you can’t help but become 
quite fond of them and weirdly 
protective. —Tufayel Ahmed
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Matt Smith

I l l u s t r a t i o n  b y  B R I T T  S P E N C E R

PARTING SHOT
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JACK’S PARENTS 
DIDN’T KNOW IF HE 
WOULD MAKE IT TO 
KINDERGARTEN. 

WE HELPED HIM MAKE 
JV BASKETBALL. 

MORE

SCIENCE.

FEAR.

LESS

Jack Demers was only 2 when he was 

diagnosed with pediatric neuroblastoma, 

a disease with very low survival rates at 

the time. Devastated, his parents brought 

him to MSK to be treated by a team of 

neuroblastoma experts. Jack’s care team 

gave him groundbreaking treatment he 

couldn’t have gotten anywhere else. 

Today, Jack is 16. He’s been cancer free for 

6 years and is focused on teenage stuff. 

Like making varsity.

SEE JACK’S STORY AT MSKCC.ORG/JACK


